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8. FRAGILE CONSTRUCTIONS 

Processesfhr Reshaping Learning S)Jaces 

INTRODUCTION 

From the emergence of modern educational institutions in the wake of the 18th century 
western Enlightenment, ullliithc carly 21 ,( century, the spaces of learning appeared 
[0 have attained an ideal lype-form. Within Ihis institutional tradition, learning 
takes place in rooms that provide a stable, neutral environment; free from external 
distraction. Teacher and c1<lss face each other, the teacher backed by a cleady 
visible surface upon which shifting arrays ofinfonnatioll can be temporarily inscribed 
or projected. The classroom and the lecture theatre reflect this basic configuration. 
The seminar room and library provide variants catering to group discussion and 
individual study respectively, For well over a century these arrangements seemed 
unquestionably to provide the right kind of environment for learning. However there 
is nothing natural or necessary about such arrangements. They arc a construction 
arising out of a negotiation of cultural assumptions and institutional priorities, Tbe 
robustness of this construction, its continuing, and virtually unquestioned dominance 
throughout the radical technological and social changes of the 19th and 20th centuries, 
seems finally to be about to be ullseated. 

Learning in higher education is experiencing revolutionary change; some say as 
dramatic and significant as the scientific and industrial revolutions of the 18th and 
19th centuries (Burrowes, 200 I). The communications revolution driven by new, 
digital technologies over the past quarter~celltury, alongside new conceptions of 
learning, have posed a decisive challenge to both institutional ideas about the 
nature of learning, and learners' assumptions about the role and authority of 
learning institutions. Revolutions de-naturalise previously unquestioned config~ 
mat ions of the world; the interests that have held these configurations in place arc 
unsettled and rendered vulnerable. Apparently robust orderings of the world are 
newly revealed as fragile constructions, holding sway only provisionally. Equally 
fragile is tbe re~negotiation of relationships within a new or emerging order. 
Stakeholders, though recognising the failure of existing arrangements, struggle to 
conceive of bow things could be done differently. 

It is in the character of our timcs that apparent 'mailers of fact' reveal themselves 
to be 'matters of concern'; solid~seeJ1ling artefacts disclose themselves as 
assemblies of contradictory issues (Latour, 2004; 2008:4). Bruno Latour has argued 
that design plays a spccial role in helping us negotiate such matters. He terms 
design 'a cautious Prometheus' that brings to the task of making and re-making, a 
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